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REVIEW
IESON'S ILLUSTRATIONS OF REGIONAL ANATOMY. Edinburgh:
E. & S. Livingstone. 1942. 7 volumes, £:3. Separate sections: C.N.S. 8/6;
Head and Neck 15/-, Abdomen 7/6, Pelvis !-, TIhorax 5/-, Upper Limb 8/6,
Lower Limb 10/6.
new editions of Jamieson's Illustrations of Regional Aniatomly are now% published, and will
considerable help to either the junior student, who is learning anatomy for the first time,
ors and surgeons revising it again. They contain clear pictures of the regions of the body,
can only be surpassed by looking at the actual dissections.
use of colours clearly differentiates each part, so that its relation to the surrounding
res can be seen at a glaiice. An additional help is that each illUstration cani be taken out
book and compared with other sections of the region. AlthouLgh each part is a masterpiece
uction, special mention shlould be made of the parts on Head and Neck (Section 2), and on
al Nervous System (Section 1). Each diagram is clearly annotated, and the student will have
fficulty in finding the structure required.
sidering the trouble taken and the cost of production, the low published price brings these
within the reach of all students. Medical students are specially recommended to acquire
Illustrations.
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